
From early childhood years, Peter Wells knew he
wanted to engage in wood or metalworking as
a career. Upon finishing school, Peter’s

journey began: an advertisement for an apprentice
woodcarver appeared in the Courier Mail in 1969.
Aged 16, he applied successfully to the renowned
Harvey Bros Fine Furniture and Antique
Restoration establishment, which was situated in
Woolloongabba Brisbane.  

It was Peter’s good fortune that the previous carver
was leaving the firm, after ten years of employment.
There weren’t too many commercial carvers when
Peter started woodcarving. Peter’s apprenticeship was
supervised by the master woodcarver and part owner
of the firm, Elvin Harvey. He recollects being the only
woodcarving apprentice in Queensland.  

Elvin Harvey is still well regarded for his
achievements as carver, artist, furniture maker, and
businessman. Elvin received his tuition from his
father, L J Harvey, a self-taught artist and master
craftsman. Naturally, Elvin used the same traditional
approaches when teaching Peter. Both art and
technique were given equal emphasis. Extensive
training included considerable technical practice in
both clay modelling and free hand drawing, as well as
in woodcarving.

The apprenticeship and work were appreciated by
Peter, who remained with Harvey Bros for over 22
years. Around this time, the recession meant a slowing
of the economy and, in turn, a slowing down of
contracts and commissions. Collectively these
factors led to Peter commencing his own
business in October 1991. Fortunately, Peter still
gained work contracts from Harvey Bros whilst
he gradually built up his own client base. In
1995, Harvey Bros ended its prestigious era as
fine furniture manufacturers and restorers. 

To Peter, it seemed remarkable to switch from
focussing mainly on the one style—Queen Anne—
for 22 years to change, virtually overnight, to being
involved in a very diverse range of items and styles.
He finds this very interesting and challenging. The
main styles Peter carves in are those of Queen Anne,
Victorian, Edwardian, Regency and Australiana—
gumnuts and eucalyptus leaves, etc. Picture frames
are often different styles again.  

After being self-employed for a year, Peter decided
to continue L J Harvey and Elvin’s tradition of
teaching. In 1974 he became a woodcarving
instructor at the Ithaca TAFE. He taught using the
same approach he had experienced and it wasn’t until
1989 that he retired from teaching, to concentrate
more on his business. 

Most of the classes Peter taught were introductory
classes. The students would do 12 different designs
from straight lines right through to intricate floral
designs over a 12 month period. Everyone would be
started off at the same time, but then Peter would
need to give individuals personalised assistance.
This was because of the varying abilities and
aptitudes of the students. After completing the 12
exercises students would move onto other designs,
which they could either provide themselves or use
one of Peter’s designs.

Peter found that after 16 years of teaching two
nights a week, he was losing his enthusiasm and
needed a break: it was very challenging having to
come up with new designs constantly. Pat Quinn,
a cabinetmaker by trade, is the current wood
turning instructor. Pat too was taught by Elvin
Harvey at the Ithaca TAFE, years ago. Peter still
has a few private students.  

Peter couldn’t carve a piece for the same price as
Indonesian reproduction pieces; these are made by
third world woodcarvers on very low wages. When
the 1991 recession hit, there was not a lot of work
because he and firms like Harvey Bros were
competing against reproduction furniture. From a
distance or from a catalogue, the furniture looks very
nice. But a chair that he could make for $800 could
not compare with a similar looking reproduction chair
for $100. Clients rarely know or check for quality.  

The increasing amount of imported carved
furniture concerns Peter who cannot respect the
workmanship given it is incorrect and often poorly
executed. Invariably, these reproduction pieces are
made by poverty stricken carvers with little or no
training and no artistic background. Crude copyists
abound and the furniture lacks for want of better
quality construction, materials and embellishments.
By taking the time to observe and test, it is possible
both to see items that are of poor quality and be fore
warned about those which will not stand up to the
tests of time. One can become more aware and notice
when pieces have been carved using inappropriate
methods and incorrect choice of style. The flaws in
finishing and detailing become apparent.  

In the practice of his woodcarving business, Peter
mainly carves by replicating or matching the style on
an existing item. At other times he designs the entire
carving around the stylistic preference of the client.
Obviously the later approach requires considerably
more artistic talent and a sound knowledge basis.  

Peter has been involved partially or entirely in a
number of prestigious commissions including the
grandfather clock presented by the Queensland
government to the Prince and late Princess of Wales
on the occasion of their wedding. This was undertaken
whilst he was employed at Harvey Bros; so Peter was
the second carver, with Elvin Harvey the master
carver of the commissioned work. Peter worked on
the gumnuts and gum leaves on the doors, the coat of
arms on the base and the Prince of Wales feathers on
the top. Elvin, naturally, undertook the principal coat
of arms.

Government House in Brisbane has mirror frames
carved by Peter while a carved dining suite which
Peter worked on is to be found in the old Parliament
House. Harvey Bros was commissioned to make
much of the prestige furniture in Premier Bjelke
Peterson’s Executive Building. Peter recollects fondly
working on balloon back chairs, a cocktail cabinet and
a magnificent sideboard.  

The commissions Peter has attracted for his own
business are quite varied and occasionally unusual.
They include the ears for a great deer, animals, lion’s
heads and a newel post for the Old Customs House.
The most time consuming job was for the Brisbane

and Sunshine Coast Pig and Whistle hotels. They
required 80 corbels on a very tight time schedule.
Another particularly big and intricate job was a private
library bookcase which had 12 doors adorned with
gumnuts, gum leaves and gumnut babies. And an
unusual and challenging task was the carving of a
five-foot column which was required to have four
different Celtic designs around it, intended as a 21st
birthday present.  

When asked about carvers he admires, Peter takes
no time to respond. Elvin Harvey introduced him to
the world of Grinling Gibbons. It is stated in a major
historic furniture reference book that ‘English
woodcarving of the eighteenth century owes its
technical excellence of execution to the schools of
Gibbons and Cibber. For until their time, there was
very little in the shape of realism in decoration, and
even though their followers drifted from the pure
teachings, English woodcarvers, for the first time
rivalled that of foreign countries’.

Peter recollects Elvin’s stories about Gibbons.
Gibbons was one of the best for detail, realism and
liveliness of his carvings. Gibbons’ intricate carvings
embellished St Paul’s Cathedral in London and he had
a flair for lacework. One time, as a challenge, Gibbons
apparently carved a lace cravat and had someone wear
it on a public occasion. L J Harvey, in Peter’s opinion,
was certainly one of the best Australian carvers and
his son, Elvin, inherited and developed similar skills
to become an artist and a master carver in his own
right.

Chisels remain the principal tools of the carving
trade. Peter has over 60 different woodcarving chisels,
35 of which are the highly regarded old make of
ADDIS, given to him when he started at Harvey Bros.
These have not been made since World War II and are
highly prized. Upon commencing his own business,
Peter imported the additional Henry Taylor chisels
from England. The Henry Taylor chisels hold their
edge well. Under normal circumstances Peter keeps
about 30 chisels on the bench and the rest are kept in
a roll underneath the bench.  

The way to keep chisels sharp is usually a
tradesman’s secret, but here are some tips 
from Peter.

1. Have a good bevel on your chisel, roughly 8 mm,
depending on the size of the chisel.  

2. Have a hollow grind on the back of the chisel.
3. Sharpen on an oilstone and then a slipstone that fits

into the curve.
4. Have a piece of leather with a bit of oil on it to hone

it. Peter uses sewing machine oil to soften the
leather. Strop the chisel like you would an old style
shaver. If you keep honing on leather it’ll probably
last all day without requiring further sharpening.

5. The chisel needs to be a little finely bowed on top
to prevent the corners digging in too much. If
corners are too square, you won’t be able to roll the
chisel around your work.  

When undertaking backgrounds, Peter mainly uses
a stippling or frosting tool. This enables the carving to
stand out of the matt finish background. It also hides
imperfections in the background. A wooden mallet is
used, but it differs from a cabinet making mallet,
having a T section handle at one end with the other
end rounded. It is of a good weight, yet something that
you can hold all day. Spokeshaves are used for

rounding over and carving legs, for instance, cabriole
legs. They can also be used to round over the back 
of carvings.

The importance of tools to a tradesman was
highlighted in 1982 when a fire broke out at Harvey
Bros. Peter recalls that it occurred on the public
holiday declared for the opening of the Brisbane
Commonwealth Games. It was a day that Peter had
left his chisels at work, having decided not to work
on the holiday. The first Peter knew of the fire, was
when his father called him. Apart from the obvious
concern for his employers and their workplace, Peter
immediately began worrying about the effect of the
fire on the metal chisels. When he got to Harvey
Bros he looked through the window and saw the
firemen inside with the hose. He thought the chisels
would be ruined but, luckily for Peter, the chisels
survived. They were a bit burnt around the handles,
but the metal was fine. He still has the burnt chisels
to remember the day by.

The timbers Peter most likes to carve are
Queensland cedar, mahogany, silky oak, and
Queensland maple. Harvey Bros specialised in
cedar furniture, which was a delight to carve.
Chisels must be sharper when working cedar as it is
a softer timber. Mahogany is Peter’s favourite
because it carves so cleanly. One of the easiest
timbers to carve is Queensland beech because it is a
very close grained timber. It is excellent to start
students on; students find it difficult to keep their
chisels sharp. The Queensland beech will still carve,
rather than tear out, even if worked on with blunter
chisels. The other timbers tend to tear under similar
circumstances. Peter recollects the difficulties of
obtaining suitable chisels for his TAFE students in
the early 1970s as they weren’t as readily available
as what they have been since the 1980s. Nowadays,
Carbatec and Woodturner Supplies are good
providers to those living in the Brisbane area.  

In the midst of his successful woodcarving career,
Peter looks back with pride and fond memories of all
the fine works and wonderful people he has had the
pleasure of working on and with. The future holds
many challenges and opportunities and he hopes that
all who desire the techniques and rewards of
woodcarving will act on a whim and take up the craft,
to keep it alive for future generations n

The author, Gary Olsson, became a cabinet
making master craftsman as the last
cabinetmaker apprentice at Harvey Bros. It was
under the employ of Elvin Harvey that Gary’s
mutual respect and friendship began with Peter.
Upon leaving Harvey Bros to start his own
business, Gary naturally contracted Peter Wells
for his woodcarving requirements. They share a
history and a solemn regard for traditional
furniture making. Many Brisbane fine furniture
makers and restorers and their clientele have
benefited from his skill. This article is a tribute
to the art of woodcarving generally and to a local
master craftsman, Peter Wells, specifically.
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